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Pre-Investigation: Walk Around – 20:45 
Main Flat, Marion definitely felt a strong presence by the bathroom and bedroom. 

Meditation: Living Room 
21:52 Meditation was stopped as Faye was shaking and her heart was racing. Marion was next to her 

and had been asking for evidence of any presence. Marion had the impression of a man’s hands 
around my neck and shoulders, letting her know he was there. 

Heard a sound like a cat. 

Séance: Living Room  
This part of the report relates to the group séance held in flat 20 prior to the vigils. 

Definite presence at the start of the séance. Marion could feel boiling hot and had someone with her. 
Marion asks for someone else to experience something. Leana has trouble breathing and her chest is 
tight. Marion asks for this to be taken away and Leana starts to feel a little better. Heard a sigh and got 
the name Morris or Norris. 

Andy sat next to Leana and Bill. During the séance and prior to Leana speaking out I felt what I would 
describe as a cold breeze pass behind me and then a few minute later I felt it go past me again. I also 
felt my right leg cold at one point. 

Video Recording 
During the séance my DVD camera using night vision was placed in the bedroom next door and 
pointed in the direction of the corridor. At time frame 24 minutes and 26 seconds the film shows a 
small light anomaly that appears near the edge of the bathroom door at the height of the light switch 
which is visible and then appears to be moving away from the area where the group are conducting the 
séance and towards the front door. During this process the anomaly does briefly fade in and out before 
disappearing altogether. 

Vigil 1: Flat Above, Bedroom – 22:59 to 23:45 
During this Vigil Marion is downstairs in the Bedroom with Fiona and Rosaline. 

Fiona sits on the floor to the left of the bed head. Rosie and Marion are on the bed. Fiona’s eyes feel 
heavy and Rosie feels there is someone walking around. 

23:10 Marion can hear people talking upstairs. Loud knocks on bedroom ceiling. Loud scraping sound 
like a chair being dragged across the floor. 

23:12 Creaking in the ceiling. 

23:17 Bang from upstairs. 

23:22 Marion witnesses a small blue light in the doorway. 
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23:28 Fiona feels someone is to her left. A man in a brown tweed suit with hand on his knee, 50’s 
clothing, good looking; like James Dean. 

Marion also feels someone here and pick up a tweed-checked jacket. She hears someone moving 
in the hallway. 

23:34 Marion sees a small grey orb comes through the door about 2” off the floor which moves towards 
Fiona. 

23:35 Marion witnesses a pulse of grey light in the hallway. 

23:40 Loud ‘clonk’ from upstairs. Marion hears someone fiddling with things in the bedroom. 

23:44 Fiona sees coloured lights to her right between her and myself (Marion). I see small lights in the 
doorway. 

23:45 Marion sees small lights moving at the back of Fiona’s head. Rosie sees a blue swirling light to 
the right of the bed. She has also seen yellow lights around Marion coming out of her body. 

Vigil 1a: Flat Above, Living Room – 22:59 to 23:45 
Upstairs Andy is sat on the arm of the sofa and Jenna is next to him. Rachel is next to her. Then Becky 
is on her left. Sat near to them is Gerard. 

Taken from a tape recording and written notes 
23:02 Gerard feels something close to him, on his neck and next to him. 

23:04 Rachel Feels she can see a shape, maybe a pillow but it is the outline of something. She also sees 
a white line shoot across the wall. 

23:07 Gerard hears a knocking sound as if someone is walking. 

23:10 Rachel is feeling cold around her back. 

Temperature taken of area at back of sofa shows a rise in heat from 22ºC to 23ºC. EMF meter 
does not show any activity. 

23:13 Rachel feels a cold breeze in front of her and feels as if she is being pushed backwards. Her chest 
feels pressured, but it is as if someone is behind her and is pulling her back from behind. Rachel 
feels unable to breathe. 

23:14 Sound of knocking heard in background like wooden clangers being hit. 

23:15 Rachel informs me that she feels cold and is unable to control her knees. 

23:16 Another loud bang caught on tape. Rachel feels shaky, shows the group her hands shaking. She 
feels like she has no control over her hands. 

23:18 Bang heard on tape followed by two knocks, Rachel informs us she can breathe properly again. 

Her hands feel clammy and her right leg feels weird. 

23:19 Gerard feels very warm, Becky feels nothing, Andy feels nothing. 

23:20 Rachel reports she felt like she was burning up a minute earlier and her lips felt funny. 

23:21 Rachel and Gerard both report hearing a sound like a heartbeat. 
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23:26 Rachel feels something push her legs. 

23:33 Knock heard. 

No DVD used for this location and Motion detectors placed in the hallway did not go off. 

Vigil 2: Living Room – 02:00 to 02:45 
For this vigil both myself and Marion are sat on the sofa by the window facing the Kitchen area. 

02:05 Outside security light comes on and then goes off shortly after. 

02:15 Outside light comes on again. 

02:25 Andy gets the impression of church bells ringing and can hear them in the distance. 

02:35 Andy hears two dull thuds. 

EMF reading taken shows nothing.  

Temperature reading taken shows floor temperature of 24ºC and wall temperature of 23ºC. 

Marion sees a man’s legs, dark blue trousers and wearing skates. He is standing on ice. He holds 
out his arm, also in dark blue cloth. In his hand he holds a large oval crystal which us emanating 
a brilliant white light. Marion had been asking the spirits in the building to leave the people in 
peace, not frighten them and to go towards the light. She also blessed them. 

02:40 Andy observes a blue light anomaly in the Kitchen area. The anomaly last a few seconds and is 
described as a two foot long horizontal line approx one to two inches wide. This appears above 
the work top facing Andy and Marion. Marion has a (psychic) picture of Edwardian Luton with 
horse drawn vehicles and busy streets. 

02:43 Andy hears the sound of heart beating and this has constantly happened on and off during this 
vigil. 

Tape Recording 
02:13 Sound of something hard hitting a bare floor is heard. 

02:20 Sound of something hard hitting a bare floor is heard again. 

02:25 Sound of heating or a blower going off. 

02:28 Sound of rustling and someone moving about (as far as I am aware both myself and Marion were 
stationary on the sofa at this time). 

02:30 Sound of something hard again and someone moving about.  

02:32 Sound of something being hit like hard wooden objects or wooden clackers. 

02:34 Steps heard. And someone moving about and this seems to continue on and off during the rest of 
the recording. 

02:37 Voices heard possibly from outside building along with doors shutting. Knocking sound 
continues in background. Sound of something being dragged? 

02:38 Sound of someone going upstairs, banging sounds. 
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02:39 Tapping sound is louder and nearer. 

02:40 Loud banging sounds of someone moving about nearby. Sounds like someone unwrapping paper 
or other material. Unwrapping sound heard. 

02:42 Sound of heating or blower coming on. 

02:43 Two taps heard. 

02:46 Loud tapping sounds accompanied by wrapping or unwrapping sounds. Sound of movement. 

Video Recording 
02:00:53 Orb floats up in line with kitchen flu.  

02:01:04 Orb goes across the front of the cooker in a straight line. 

02:01:27 Light anomaly flashes above kitchen cupboard shortly after a photograph is taken. 

02:01:58 Orb filmed fading in and out across the kitchen area. 

02:03:10 Light anomaly filmed fading in an out in kitchen area. 

Vigil 3: Landing Outside Flat – 03:15 to 04:00 
Andy is filming from the bottom of the stairwell and Marion is at the other end of the landing.  

03:35 Someone is heard coming out of a flat on the landing above the team. When this is checked the 
flat has its door open. One of the girls comes down the stairs and exits the building. 

03:42 Flat door is heard opening and closing. When checked a bin is outside and rubbish has been 
added to the bin. 

03:50 Birds heard singing. 

03:54 Andy is sat on the top of the stairwell and observes a small white light anomaly flash outside the 
door of the flat above. This light anomaly last for a second or two and is a pinprick of light. 

03:58 Marion hears a high moan like a woman. This lasts around 8 seconds. 

Vigil 4: Bedroom – 04:10 to 04:35 
During this vigil Marion is sat on the sports equipment and Andy is on the floor.  

Andy has just one observation to make during this vigil. The bottom of the bed appears to be bathed in 
a red light throughout the vigil. It is presumed during that vigil that this red light is being reflected from 
the bathroom from Bills camera (this opinion is further supported by DVD footage). When the lights 
come on the only bathroom surfaces would be the wooden door and skirting board. 

Nothing further to report.  

General 
• Vigil two – it is possible that in the quiet Andy is hearing his own heartbeat and the thuds could 

have come from non-paranormal sources such as other flats. 

• Listening to the sound equipment used I have noticed that what sounds like two bits of wood 
hitting each other or wooden clangers as I have called them. This sound is the same in both flats 
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in separate recordings. I feel then that this sound is probably not paranormal but linked to some 
other factor common to both flats. 

Andy used the following equipment: 
• Sony DVD Camera. 

• Panasonic discs. 

• EMF meter. 

• Olympus Digitised sound recorder. 

• Motion detectors were used in the hallway of the upper flat. 


